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MULTIFRAGMENTATION OF LEAD NUCLEIAT 158 AGeVA. D¡browska, M. Szarska, A. Trzupek, W. Wolterand B. WosiekThe H. Niewodniza«ski Institute of Nulear PhysisKawiory 26a, 30-055 Kraków, Poland(Reeived August 31, 2001)Multifragment emission following Pb�Pb and Pb�Plasti ollisions at158 AGeV has been studied with a set of emulsion hambers of the EMU13CERN experiment. It was found that the probability of nulear multifrag-mentation inreases with inreasing mass of the target nuleus. For Pb�Pbollisions, multifragmentation events represent more than 30% of the totalharge hanging ross setion. On the other hand harateristis of mul-tifragmentation are found to be independent of the mass of the target. Aomparison is made with the results for Au multifragmentation after theollisions with emulsion nulei at lower energies. The results suggest thatabove 10 AGeV the features of multifragmentation proesses are energyindependent.PACS numbers: 25.75.+r, 29.40.Rg1. IntrodutionMultifragmentation is a omplex nulear reation in whih an exited nu-leus disintegrates into several intermediate mass nulear fragments. Overmore than a deade, a number of experimental studies as well as theoretialworks has been devoted to the investigation of this proess. The expetedassoiation of the multifragmentation to the liquid-gas phase transition innulear matter [1℄ stimulated this ativity. A reent status on multifrag-mentation an be found in [2℄. Many of experimental results supported thehypothesis of the �rst order phase transition [3℄. Despite this substantialbody of evidene, there is still on going debate on the preise theoretialexplanation of multifragmentation. Some experimental data are well ex-plained by the statistial desription of the proess at and after the freeze-out [4℄. Others suggest that intermediate mass fragments are dynamiallyprodued [5℄. (3099)



3100 A. D¡browska et al.Most of available experimental data on multifragmentation were ob-tained at low energies (below 1 AGeV). In this paper we extend these studiesto the multifragmentation of lead projetiles at an energy of 158 AGeV. Theanalyzed data were obtained from the CERN EMU13 experiment in whihemulsion hambers were exposed to the beam of 208Pb ions aelerated inSPS. Emulsion hambers, omposed of nulear target foils and thin emulsionplates interleaved with spaers, allow for preise measurements of emissionangles and harges of all projetile fragments emitted from Pb-Nuleus in-terations. The results on fragment multipliities, harge distributions andangular orrelations are analyzed for multifragmentation of the Pb projetileafter an interation with heavy (Pb) and light (Plasti � C5H4O2) targets.In addition, we also test the validity of Zipf's law, reently proposed as asignature of the nulear liquid-gas phase transition. Data on Au-Emulsioninterations at lower energies are used to study the energy dependene ofthe nulear multifragmentation.The paper is organized as follows. In Setion 2 a brief desription of ex-perimental details is given. In Setion 3 the properties of the Pb(158 AGeV)multifragmentation are shown for the two ollision systems: Pb�Pb and Pb�Plasti interations. The omparison between the Pb multifragmentation at158 AGeV and that of gold nulei at 10.6 AGeV and below 1 AGeV is pre-sented in Setion 4. A summary of our results and onlusions are given inSetion 5. 2. ExperimentSeveral lead-emulsion hambers were irradiated by Pb nulei aeleratedin SPS at CERN to an energy of 158 AGeV. The hambers were omposed ofthree di�erent modules. The target module onsisted of several 100 �m thiklead foils interleaved by emulsion plates. The angular measurement moduleontained emulsion plates and spaers. Eah emulsion plate in the target andangular measurement module onsisted of a 200 �m thik aryli base oatedwith emulsion layer on eah side. Finally, at the downstream end of thehamber, the harge module is loated. Details of emulsion hambers used inthis experiment as well as irradiation onditions an be found elsewhere [6,7℄.Sanning for Pb�Pb and Pb�Plasti (aryli base of emulsion plates)interations was done under the mirosope in the target module of thehambers. Details of sanning for Pb interations have been omprehen-sively desribed in [6℄. Angular measurements of singly harged partilesand multiply harged projetile fragments, emitted from the interation ver-tex within a forward one of � �10 mrad, were done using a CCD ameramounted on a mirosope and oupled to the omputer. This automatidevie assured measurements of trak oordinates with the sub-miron pre-



Multifragmentation of Lead Nulei at 158 AGeV 3101ision. Charge measurements of multiply harged projetile fragments weredone by Æ-ray ounts in thik emulsion pelliles plaed in the bottom modulespeially designed for harge measurements. The auray of harge deter-mination was of the order of 10% for harges greater than about 30 and ofthe order of 1�2 harge units for lighter fragments.3. Target dependene of the multifragmentation of Pb projetileMultifragmentation proess is haraterized by break-up of a heavy nu-leus into many relatively light fragments. Due to the omplexity of multi-fragmentation proess there is no ommonly aepted de�nition of an eventbeing representative for multifragmentation. In the following we used si-multaneously two riteria in order to selet multifragmentation events. Thenumber, Nf , of fragments heavier than helium must be greater than two,and the harge Z1 of the heaviest fragment must not exeed half the valueof Zb, where Zb is the sum of all harges of multiply harged fragments. Thelatter requirement assures that there is no leading, i.e. distintly heavier,fragment among all multifragmentation produts [8℄.

Fig. 1. Correlations between Z1=(Zb � Z1) and Z1 for Pb�Pb (a) and Pb�Plasti(b) interations with Nf � 3. Points below the horizontal lines represent ourseletion of multifragmentation events.



3102 A. D¡browska et al.In Fig. 1 the orrelation between the harge Z1 of the heaviest fragmentand the ratio Z1=(Zb � Z1) is shown for all Pb interations with Nf � 3 onPb (Fig. 1(a)) and Plasti (Fig. 1(b)) targets. Interations without a leadingfragment (multifragmentation events) are below the horizontal line. One ansee that the de�nition of multifragmentation events used by us is equivalentto seleting events with more than two fragments heavier than helium andwith the harge of the heaviest fragment (Z1) not exeeding about 30. Theratio of multifragmentation events to all events with Nf � 3 equals (76�7)%and (70�6)% for Pb�Pb and Pb�Plasti interations respetively. It shouldbe emphasized that these samples of multifragmentation events are free ofsanning biases, on the ontrary to the inlusive samples of Pb�Pb and Pb�Plasti interations where the sanning biases are signi�ant [6℄, espeiallyfor peripheral ollisions.From the samples of measured Pb�Pb and Pb�Plasti ollisions we haveseleted orrespondingly 114 and 129 multifragmentation events. The ex-perimentally measured ross setion, �mf , for multifragmentation of Pb onPb and Plasti target are orrespondingly 2:4�0:2 b and 0:40�0:03 b. Theratios, �mf=�tot, of the multifragmentation ross setions to the alulatedtotal nulear harge hanging ross setion [9℄ are 0:35�0:03 and 0:15�0:01for Pb and Plasti target, respetively. Thus, the multifragmentation pro-esses are more frequent in ollisions with heavy target nulei as omparedto the ollisions with light targets. Proesses of eletromagneti dissoiationmay be at least partially responsible for this di�erene [6℄.In Table I mean values of some quantities measured in multifragmenta-tion events for Pb�Pb and Pb�Plasti interations are listed. One an seethat average harateristis of multifragmentation events are independent ofthe mass of the target nuleus. TABLE IMean numbers of helium, hN�i, and heavier fragments, hNf i, the average hargehZi of fragments heavier than helium, average harge hZ1i of the heaviest fragmentand the average harge hZbi bound in multiply harged fragments are listed for thetwo samples of multifragmentation events.Pb�Pb Pb�PlastihN�i 5:8� 0:2 6:3� 0:2hNf i 3:8� 0:1 3:9� 0:1hZi 7:9� 0:3 7:7� 0:3hZ1i 14:1� 0:6 14:6� 0:7hZbi 41:9� 1:1 44:3� 1:2
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Fig. 2. Distributions of Zb for multifragmentation Pb�Pb events (full squares) andPb�Plasti events (open squares).The distributions of the total harge Zb bound in multiply harged frag-ments in multifragmentation events are depited in Fig. 2. The distribu-tions do not signi�antly di�er from eah other, although we observe thatfor the light target the Zb distribution extends to more peripheral ollisions(large Zb) as ompared to the lead target. Both distributions are peaked inthe viinity of half the harge of the projetile nuleus. These distributions,however, di�er appreiably from the Zb distribution measured for inlusivesample of Pb�Pb interations (see [6℄), whih is pratially onstant over theentire range of Zb values. Assuming, that Zb is related to the energy trans-ferred to the spetator remnant of the projetile, i.e. large energy transferorresponds to the small value of Zb, and vie versa, one an argue that themultifragmentation of Pb nuleus predominantly ours in ollisions with amoderate energy transfer.3.1. Multipliity distributions of helium and heavier fragmentsHelium fragments are observed in di�erent fragmentation proesses.They are also present in multifragmentation events. In Fig. 3 we show theintegral multipliity distributions of helium fragments in multifragmenta-tion of Pb projetile in ollisions with Pb and Plasti targets. It an be seenthat large multipliities of helium fragments are more probable in Pb mul-tifragmentation on lighter target than in Pb�Pb multifragmentation events.
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Fig. 3. Integral frequeny distributions of the number of helium fragments. Symboldesriptions are the same as in Fig. 2.

Fig. 4. Multipliity distributions of Nf fragments. Lines show Poisson �ts toPb�Pb (solid line) and Pb�Plasti (dashed line) data. Symbols are the same as inprevious �gures.



Multifragmentation of Lead Nulei at 158 AGeV 3105In Fig. 4 the multipliity distributions of fragments heavier than heliumare shown. The distributions for Pb and Plasti targets oinide and theyare well desribed by the Poisson distribution (�2=ndf is 0.14 and 1.60 forPb and Plasti targets, respetively). It should be noted that the Poissoniandistribution of fragments favors the statistial nature of multifragmentationproess. 3.2. Charge distribution of fragments with Z� 3In Fig. 5 we plot the harge distributions of fragments with Z � 3 forPb�Pb and Pb�Plasti interations. The distributions are �tted by theexponential dependene (Fig. 5(a)), P (Z) � exp(��Z) with the �tted valueof � = 0:19� 0:01 (�2=ndf = 1:6) for Pb�Pb and � = 0:20� 0:02 (�2=ndf =3:0) for Pb�Plasti multifragmentation events. Within the statistial errorsthe two distributions oinide.

Fig. 5. Charge distributions of fragments with Z � 3. The lines are exponential(a), and power law (b) �ts to the data.It has been ustomary to �t the harge distributions of these fragmentswith the power law, P (Z) � Z�� (see e.g. [10℄). This follows from theantiipated power law dependene of harge distribution of fragments withZ � 3, with � � 2:3, in the ase of a liquid-gas phase transition in the exited



3106 A. D¡browska et al.nulear matter [11℄. On the other hand a reent analysis [12℄ of the ritialexponents, performed within a framework of statistial multifragmentationmodel, predits smaller values for the � exponent. It is argued [12℄ that� values falling into a narrow range 1:799 < � < 1:846 should indiatethat the ritial point of the liquid-gas phase transition has been reahed.Our data, when �tted by the power law (see Fig. 5(b)), give low values forthe � oe�ients, namely 1:73 � 0:08 and 1:72 � 0:07, respetively, for Pb�Pb and Pb�Plasti data samples. However, the quality of the �ts is poor(�2=ndf = 3:0 for Pb�Pb and �2=ndf = 2:6 for Pb�Plasti).To summarize, our data do not allow distinguishing between exponentialand power law desription of fragment harge distributions. Neither of thesefuntional forms an well desribe the data.3.3. Azimuthal orrelations between fragments with Z � 3The azimuthal angle (') orrelations are sensitive to the auray of thebeam axis determination. In this study of multifragmentation proess weare mainly foused on the properties of intermediate mass fragments (Nf ).Therefore, for every event we de�ne the beam axis i.e. the enter of theplane (x; y) perpendiular to the beam diretion as harge weighted enterof the measured oordinates of all Nf fragments. The azimuthal angles offragments are then realulated with respet to this beam axis.

Fig. 6. Distributions of relative azimuthal angles between Nf fragments emitted inmultifragmentation Pb�Pb (full squares, solid line) and Pb�Plasti (open squares,dashed line) events. Lines show linear �ts to the data points.



Multifragmentation of Lead Nulei at 158 AGeV 3107In Fig. 6, the distributions of the relative azimuthal angles, �', betweenfragments heavier than helium in multifragmentation of Pb on Pb and Plas-ti targets are shown. Both distributions are similar and di�er from theisotropi ones. The yield of large values of �' is greater than the yield ofsmall ones. The azimuthal asymmetry oe�ient, A, de�ned as:A = �R�=2 N(�')d�' � �=2R0 N(�')d�'�R0 N(�')d�' ; (1)equals 0:315�0:015 for Pb�Pb and 0:305�0:014 for Pb�Plasti interations.This shows that fragments are more often bak-to-bak emitted whih mayindiate that they are produed from a single soure. Coulomb repulsion forhigh-Z fragments ontributes also to this e�et.3.4. Appliation of Zipf's law to nulear multifragmentationZipf's law [13℄ has been known as a statistial phenomenon, related tothe ritial behavior, whih appears in the �eld of linguistis and also inother �elds of sienes. Reently, the Zipf law has been applied [14, 15℄to the harge distribution of fragments produed in nulear fragmentationproesses. It states that the relation between the fragment sizes and theirranks is desribed by hZni = =n, where  is a onstant and hZni is theaverage harge of fragments of rank n in the harge list arranged in theorder of dereasing size. To test the validity of the Zipf law, we averagethe harges for eah rank and examine the goodness of the relation betweenhZni and n with the �t hZni � n��. When � is lose to one, the Zipf law issatis�ed. In the theoretial alulations [14℄ it was shown that at the ritialpoint of a liquid-gas phase transition the Zipf law should be valid (� � 1). InFig. 7 we present the average harge of fragments with Z � 3 as a funtion ofits rank. The �tted values of � are 0:88�0:03 (�2=ndf = 2:6) and 0:96�0:04(�2=ndf = 2:1) for Pb and Plasti targets, respetively. These values arenot very di�erent from � � 1. We an onlude that our multifragmentationdata are approximately onsistent with the Zipf law.
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Fig. 7. Mean values of the harge of the fragment as a funtion of its rank. Linesshow power law �ts to the data points. Symbol and line desriptions are the sameas used before.4. Energy dependene of multifragmentationof heavy nulear projetilesIn the previous setion we have shown that the analyzed harateristisof the multifragmentation of the Pb projetile are essentially independent ofthe mass of the target nuleus. We disregard small di�erenes observed in Zbdistributions and in the multipliity distributions of helium fragments. Thisallows us to investigate the energy dependene of parameters haraterizingmultifragmentation proess by omparing Pb data at 158 AGeV with themultifragmentation of Au projetiles at 10.6 AGeV [8,10℄ and below 1 AGeV[10, 16℄ interating with the emulsion target. The average primary energyfor the latter sample is 0.64 AGeV. For this omparison the Pb�Pb and Pb�Plasti data samples were pooled together, and for eah data set the sameriteria for seleting multifragmentation events were applied (as desribedin Setion 3.).In Table II we present the mean values of the same parameters as inTable I but for three di�erent projetile energies. It an be seen that, whilethe properties of the two high energy samples do not di�er, low energy datashow signi�antly larger multipliities of helium fragments and also largerZ, Z1 and Zb average values.



Multifragmentation of Lead Nulei at 158 AGeV 3109TABLE IIThe same parameters as in Table I for the three di�erent energies of the projetilenulei. Pb(158 AGeV) Au(10.6 AGeV) Au(0.64 AGeV)hN�i 6:1� 0:2 6:5� 0:2 8:0� 0:3hNf i 3:9� 0:1 3:9� 0:1 4:2� 0:1hZi 8:1� 0:2 7:6� 0:2 8:6� 0:3hZ1i 14:6� 0:4 13:7� 0:4 16:4� 0:8hZbi 43:7� 0:8 42:3� 0:7 52:0� 1:2The distributions of Zb=Zp, where Zp is the harge of the primary nuleus,for the three di�erent primary energies are depited in Fig. 8. For 10.6 AGeVand 158 AGeV the distributions over the same range of Zb=Zp values, withthe mean values around half the harge of the primary. However, for 0.64AGeV the distribution is shifted towards larger values of Zb=Zp. This meansthat, at this low energy, there is more multifragmentation events with lessenergy transfer to the spetator remnant than at higher energies. In anotherwords multifragmentation at low primary energies ours in more peripheralollisions than at high energies.

Fig. 8. Distributions of Zb=Zp for multifragmentation of Pb projetile at 158AGeV (irles), Au projetile at 10.6 AGeV (squares) and Au projetile at hEi =0.64 AGeV (stars). Curves are added to guide the eye.



3110 A. D¡browska et al.It was observed [10℄ that the mean multipliity of helium fragments fromAu projetiles in multifragmentation events depends on primary energy be-ing shifted to lower values at 10.6 AGeV in omparison with 0.64 AGeVdata sample. Note that in [10℄ slightly di�erent riteria for seleting multi-fragmentation events were applied. In order to hek whether the observedenergy dependene holds for still higher energies, we ompared the multi-pliity distributions of helium fragments in multifragmentation events forthe three data sets, seleted with the same riteria used in this paper. Thisomparison is presented in Fig. 9. One an see that the saling of multipli-ity distribution of helium fragments from the multifragmentation of heavynulei (Au, Pb) holds for energies above 10.6 AGeV.

Fig. 9. Integral frequeny distributions of helium fragments. See Fig. 8 for symbolexplanations.The Poissonian multipliity distribution of fragments with Z � 3 wasalso observed for multifragmentation of Au projetiles in interations withnulear emulsion [10℄. In Fig. 10 we ompare our present data at 158 AGeVwith those for Au multifragmentation at 10.6 AGeV and 0.64 AGeV . Thehigher energy data are well desribed by the Poisson distribution (�2=ndf =0:76 and 1.41 for 10.6 AGeV and 158 AGeV, respetively) whereas the qualityof the Poissonian �t (�2=ndf = 2:94) is worse for the lowest energy data.Conluding, we an say that the multipliity distributions of helium andheavier fragments from the multifragmentation proesses of heavy nulei(Au, Pb) are the same for 10.6 AGeV and 158 AGeV primary energy, but
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Fig. 10. Poisson �ts to the multipliity distributions of Nf fragments for multi-fragmentation of Pb at 158 AGeV (irles, solid line), Au at 10.6 AGeV (squares,dashed line), and Au at 0.64 AGeV (stars, dotted line).di�er from those observed below 1 AGeV. The yield of large helium fragmentmultipliities at 0.64 AGeV primary energy is greater than that at higherenergies. The same tendeny we observe for fragments with Z � 3.The harge distribution of fragments heavier than helium for the threedata samples are the same, within statistial errors, and their desriptionby either exponential or power law �t is equally poor.In Fig. 11 we present the results of the analysis of the Zipf law forthe harged fragments heavier than helium emitted in multifragmentationproesses of Au or Pb projetile at di�erent primary energies. The values of� exponents from �ts hZni � n�� are: 0:92�0:03 (�2=ndf = 4:0), 0:90�0:02(�2=ndf = 0:4) and 0:96 � 0:04 (�2=ndf = 0:7) for primary energies of 158,10.6 and 0.64 AGeV, respetively. Within the statistial errors the values ofthe � oe�ient are the same in the studied energy interval (< 1�158) AGeV,and do not di�er signi�antly from unity.We also heked the energy dependene of the azimuthal orrelationsbetween fragments heavier than helium using the Au�Em data at 10.6 AGeVand Pb�(Pb + Plasti) data at 158 AGeV. The results are presented inFig. 12. The distributions are idential and deviate from uniformity.
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Fig. 11. Power law �ts to the dependene of the mean harge of the fragment onits rank. Symbol and line desriptions are the same as in Fig. 10.

Fig. 12. Distributions of relative azimuthal angles between Nf fragments for Pbmultifragmentation at 158 AGeV (irles, solid line) and Au multifragmentation at10.6 AGeV (squares, dashed line). Lines show linear �ts to the data points.



Multifragmentation of Lead Nulei at 158 AGeV 31135. Summary and onlusionsWe investigated the multifragmentation proess of Pb projetile nuleiat 158 AGeV in ollisions with Pb and Plasti targets. We found that themultifragmentation of Pb nuleus is more frequent in ollisions with heavytarget nulei. On the other hand, the quantities desribing the multifrag-mentation proess, like the multipliity of fragments with Z � 3 and theirharge harateristis, do not depend on the mass of the target. Small di�er-enes are only observed in the yields of helium fragments, whih are largerin ollisions with Plasti target than in Pb�Pb multifragmentation events.The Zb distribution measured for the Plasti target exhibits a tail extendingto large Zb values whih is not seen for Pb�Pb events.The distribution of the harge bound in multiply harged fragments in-diates that at 158 AGeV the multifragmentation proess frequently oursin ollisions with a moderate energy transfer to the spetator remnant. Themultipliity distributions of fragments are well desribed by the Poisson dis-tribution, pointing to the statistial harater of multifragmentation proess.The distributions of the relative azimuthal angles between the fragments areasymmetri. The fat that fragments are more frequently emitted bak-to-bak in the plane perpendiular to the beam axis may indiate that theyoriginate from a ommon soure.We also tested the Zipf law, whih, aording to the theoretial alu-lations, should be valid when applied to fragments in multifragmentationevents. Our data are roughly onsistent with the Zipf law. This may beinterpreted as an evidene for the existene of the ritial temperature as-soiated with a liquid-gas phase transition.Energy dependene of the multifragmentation proess was also studiedby analyzing fragmentation of gold projetiles at 10.6 and below 1 AGeVafter ollisions with the emulsion target and our ombined data sample ofPb�(Pb + Plasti) interations at 158 AGeV. In general the proess of nu-lear multifragmentation at 158AGeV does not di�er from that at 10.6AGeV.However, at muh lower energies the di�erenes are observed. Below 1AGeV, the proess predominately takes plae in more peripheral ollisionsthan at higher energies and the yields of helium and heavier fragments arelarger. Charge distributions as well as the relation between size of the frag-ments and their rank do not exhibit signi�ant energy dependene over thefull investigated energy range.This work was partially supported by the Polish State Committee forSienti� Researh (KBN) Grant 2P03B05417.
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